
Background: I traveled most of the world for business and leisure, mostly in beautiful hotels, but I was missing those things that only a private home can offer: exclusive objects, carefully selected food and a host to help you enjoy your vacation. If you share my passion for high class hospitality, gourmet food and wine, great outdoors and unforgettable sunsets, come to Sycily and be my guest in the golden town of Noto and the island Pantelleria, the dughter of the wind.
Pantelleria, Sicilia

Phoenicians called it Cossyra, Arabs, Bent El Rya, daughter of the wind. Black lava and walled gardens, 70 miles from mainland but just 40 to Africa. Covered by flowers, vineyards and capes shaped by fire and wind. Sweet like the “sangue d’oro” wine from French actress Carol Bouquet, as strong and challenging as a swordfish.

Arco dell’elefante

Donnafugata vineyards

Sea caves

Venus’ mirror
From June to September Pantelleria is connected to the mainland airports of Roma, Milano, Veneza and Bologna and always connected to Trapani and Palermo airports.

http://www.aeroportodipantelleria.it

http://www.alitalia.com/it__en/


http://www.ryanair.com
Casa Lin, Bonsulton

Private home, Five “Dammusi” facing sunset, scattered in a spectacular mediterranean garden. Lemon and orange trees, figues, olives and rosemary, pink and white bouganville with the sensual scent of arab jasmine will welcome you to our lost eden.
The Dammusi

Private home, unique furniture not intended for renting. Built respecting local tradition but with a/c and everything you need for your comfort. 2 secret gardens, patio facing sunset, close to Venus’ lake.

The Stone Dammuso, 2 bedrooms, bathroom, living, kitchen, patio
Kerala Dream

Two bedrooms, bathroom, kitchen, secret garden, patio
The figue rooms

1 room with 2 single beds, bathroom, arab garden
Our beauty farm is exclusive and free

Mudding  Jacuzzi  Indoor pool  Sauna

Horse riding on the Montagna Grande trail
Places & Amenities

Our 36’ traditional fishing boat is ready to take you for a swim or a fishing and sightseeing tour, or you can relax in the warm waters of Venus’ lake. Our guides can take you trekking on the Montagna Grande for a breathtaking view and a natural hot sauna. If you feel a bit less adventurous you can spoil yourself with a wine tasting tour in the island famous wineries. Or enjoy a “aperitivo” at sunset while our chefs cooks dinner.

Our Boat  Perfect Sunset  Bakery with a view
Words

Pantelleria is an island of contrast, rough and yet receptive. When the wind blows strong it reminds me of Cornwall, but it is also Africa. The dry walls. The stones. You feel the contacts with the nature’s main elements. It struck me for its uniqueness. You really feel as if you are elsewhere, delivered to the forces of nature, to the violent stroke of a strong sun, nourishing and unique. I’m about to leave and I already want to come back. I recognize this immediate nostalgia, because it feels just like love...

Lidia Ravera

In Pantelleria the words where in the wind, I had just to stretch my hand and pick them.

Sting
Contacts

Mail: marcobonamico2@gmail.com
Skype: Goodfriend100
Cell: +393488976002
Facebook: MB Tourdesigner